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iSkysoft iPod converter Suite for Windows is the best and all-in-one iPod converter Suite,
including two powerful converting tools which are iSkysoft DVD to iPod converter  and
iSkysoft iPod Movie converter. Support latest iPod nano 5G, iPod touch 3G.

With iSkysoft DVD to iPod converter, you can convert DVD/IFO/ISO files to iPod video MP4.
All conversion process with very good output quality and super conversion speed;

With iSkysoft iPod Movie converter, you can convert all popular videos like AVI, WMV,
MPEG, MKV, M2TS, MOD etc to iPod video.

Besides, it also supports converting DVD/videos to iPod MP3, M4A and AAC files.

No other iPod converter Suite is comparable with this super iSkysoft iPod converter Suite,
which is designed with a series of very useful editing functions like setting video brightness,
contrast, saturation, video cropping, video trimming, etc;

Key  Features

Extract audio

Extract DVD audio to MP3, M4A, and AAC for playback on iPod touch, iPod classic, iPod
Nano, etc;
Extract audio files and convert all popular audio formats to iPod MP3, M4A and AAC, etc;

Various video and audio settings
Set video output settings including resolution, frame rate, encoder, and bit rate, and set audio
output settings including sample rate, channel, encoder and bit rate;

Customize the effects
You can customize the video effects by advanced settings, save the personalized profile for
later use;
Such as set video brightness, contrast, saturation, and choose to apply special video effects
to your video files

Video cropping & Trimming
Crop your videos by removing the black edges or just specify an area as you want;
Allows you to trim the length of any title or chapter to convert your favorite clips, and you can
set the start and end time as you wish;
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Select video subtitle or audio track
You can select any available subtitle and audio track on your DVD or just choose no subtitle;

super high speed offered
With multithreading and batch conversion supported, it offers faster conversion speed than
any other iPod converter.

 

 

Major Functions

 DVD to iPod converter
As professional DVD to iPod converter software, Convert DVD to iPod H.264, MPEG-4 mp4,
m4v videos with high converting speed and excellent output quality;

iPod movie converter - convert all popular video files to iPod
As powerful iPod converter software, It can convert all video file formats to iPod movie (iPod
mp4 video) is playable for iPod touch, iPod classic, iPod Nano. iPhone, etc;

Easy –to-use
All settings and properties displayed in interface are easy to handle without opening a new
window, and just need you a few clicks to complete the whole conversion;

Free technical support
Free emails, step-by-step Guide and online technical support provide you the best and all-
round service promptly.

System  Requirements

Os:   Windows2000,WinXP,Windows2003,Windows Vista
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